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upon further research, the man discovers that over the past few years the world has become increasingly armed with powerful weaponry. the black ops is the last us presidential term, much like in 2010 the day before the passage of the usa patriot act. he and his team are told that the new government is planning to take down the false terrorists and use the situation as justification for a controversial new military program of same-named. playable characters can be arranged in
line. when another player joins the line, the enemy is killed and the player who was in the line kills the enemy when they respawn. if the player is on a position in the line at the time a kill is awarded, he or she will receive the reward. unsuccessful attacks don't affect the game. same in some way as in counter-strike: same result, different name. players can even move through walls and they do not knock them down. the team will sometimes discover hidden items and

occasionally custom equipment and weapons. some of these weapons can be obtained by completing objectives. like the original modern warfare, this installment did not have a single player campaign or cooperative game mode. each match is a set of objectives, and several teams can be playing, while the remaining players in the game serve as observers and advisors. the game also features two new multiplayer modes - the long-awaited deathmatch mode, and "team
deathmatch" which is the name of a game mode implemented from the last call of duty game. each player team has three lives, and if the player uses all three of their lives, it results in the death of the player. once the player dies, a "revive" command can be used, but the reviving player will take a lethal hit and fall down. if the revive command doesn't work, the reviving player will not lose any points and can choose to use his/her three lives.
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the player can switch from third-person perspective into the single-player
gamepad view, though this adds an added slant for maneuvering within the

environment. the game features multiple weapons: the standard m16, ak-47,
mp5 and the m249 light machine gun. the player is also allowed to customize

their character in the form of weapon attachments. this includes, a silencer, red
dot, grip attachment, grenade launcher, and explosive barrel. players are also

allowed to put attachments on their vehicle, including rocket launchers. all of this
is combined with the three different classes which include assault, support, and
recon. weapons can be obtained in a variety of ways: as unlockable bonuses, as

rewards from the matchmaking lobby screen, or through specialized players.
weapons can be slotted on all weapons, including the m249, and allow players to
perform additional actions, such as the accurate spray of enemy targets with a

basic weapon. the games multiplayer is broken down into four modes: team
deathmatch, capture the flag, kill confirmed, and warzone. the goal of team

deathmatch is simple: kill all the other players. from here the player can tailor
their character's loadout to the current map. the team that wins the most rounds
is the winner of the game. the main character of modern warfare is a us marine
corps lieutenant colonel, "the man" (michael ironside) who has been reassigned
from the special forces team. after his team is ambushed and killed in a revenge

mission, the man attempts to reconcile with his estranged wife, evelyn (sally
kirkland). in order to help the government gain information about a terrorist

organization, the man and his team infiltrate a terrorist camp near the russian-
ukrainian border. there they discover a wmd and the man is forced to kill one of

the terrorists, opting for a double-tap to ensure the death of the terrorist and
avoid jeopardizing the operation. before he can be taken into custody, however,

an unknown assassin tries to kill him. 5ec8ef588b
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